
Ultimate Vibe Systems

PCTS GT  Simulator 

Base model :

- Triple 34’’ Gaming monitor, reaction time 1ms, 144 Hz,
  with curved screen.

- HDMI Display cable (TV) to Display port (PC).
- GT type simulator structure with genuine safety rollbar tubes
  or structure designed to receive actuators(cf higher photo).
- 3 Standard monitor stands.
- Keyboard and mouse with stand.
- Tailor-made PC with liquid cooling system.
- Semi-professional  Fanatec pedals (elastomer),
  90 Kg (180 pounds) loadcell on the brake.
- Rfactor2 : 
  a semi-professional simulation software : tyre and chassis flex,
  rubber deposit, dynamic weather conditions, accurate downforce...

- Genuine Sparco wheel on Thrustmaster base.
  (cf photo du haut).
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Options to complete the base model :

             - Laser technology dynamic Platform (cf first page photo) : 
               2000 components allows to moves your structure  
               on laterals rails to recreate G-forces and grip losses.                             
                                                                                    8040 €                               
             - Compact actuators system engineered by a Airbus 
               and Nasa provider.                                       4800 € 
               
            - Triple Vibe system                                         2400 € 
               3 vibes sources are increasing the driver feeling
               to reflect sound, G-forces and grip loss.
             - Direct Drive wheel to gain reactivity, precision,
               restitution subtlety.   
                                                                                     2160 € 

             - 5K VR mask :                                               1560 € 
               This mask allows a 200° vision field,
               a 180Hz refreshing rate, and a 2,5 K reso. for each lens.
                                                                                  
             - South-Korean 8K VR mask (4K for each lens) : 
               this mask offers the best resolution on the market, a 90 Hz
               refreshing rate, and a 200° FOV.
                                                                                     2280 €                    
 
             - PCTS upgrade to support 8K VR display.
                                                                                     1080 € 
                                                                                 
             - Semi-hydraulic pedal                                    1140 € 
               A professional pedal that provides a more
               realistic feeling than every elastomer pedal.

             - Professionnal elastomer pedal until 200 KG pressure.
                                                                                       660 €  

             - Real-time and recorded Telemetry + 43 " monitor
             + monitor stand : 1080 € H.T software option  320 € 
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             - Double conversion Inverter + 2 quadruple IEC plugs :
               compensate tension losses, electricity cuts and
               micro-cuts in 1ms, to stabilize VR image and make the
               PC more reliable. Tailor-made amperage for this 
               configuration.
                                                                                     595 € 
              - Tracker : It changes the orientation look 
                 in coordination with head moves.                480 € 

             - One extra software integration and parameterization. 
                                                                                     300 € 
             - 1 Wire Cover.                                                145 € 
             - 34" monitor stand without central bar.            96 € 
 
Included Workforce in our prices  :

- Windows and PC Installation and parameterization.
- One simulation software integration and parameterization. 
- Display tune up within Windows and other applications.
- Peripherals integration and parameterization in every applications
  and software.

- Integral simulator assembly and Paris area transportation.
  Transportation outside Paris area is billed at 0,50 €/km.
- Desired tracks Integration and car setup on wished tracks.

  Total without options

  10 690 € 
If you wish to receive further informations,

        we can answer yours questions.  

events1982@yahoo.com
09 71 26 14 78
06 49 78 88 99 (french numbers)

mailto:events1982@yahoo.com

